TECH MAHINDRA FOUNDATION
MONTHLY HIGHLIGHTS
AUGUST 2011
The Tech Mahindra Foundation (TMF) works across the themes/verticals of --1. Education and child development
2. Women’s empowerment
3. Vocational Training and
4. Empowering the disabled – with a niche in the area of our support to the visually
challenged
The above themes are implemented in partnership with 56 NGO’s across Delhi/Noida,
Pune, Mumbai and Bangalore.
A distribution of projects/programmes across regions is as follows --• Pune - 18 partners ; 22 projects
• Mumbai - 10 partners; 10 projects
• Delhi/Noida - 20 partners; 25 projects
• Bangalore - 8 partners; 10 projects
The Foundation believes in reaching out to communities, finding outstanding individuals
& organisations and partnering them to bring about positive change in society.
The month of August 2011 was one of momentum that witnessed the initiation &
implementation of critical programmes & initiatives across regions and themes. The
launch of the much awaited Yuva Academy at TechM Sharda, Pune was a significant
development. Fruitful conclusion of the Joint TMF – MSF session at MSat Hyderabad will
facilitate collaborative work between the two foundations as we move towards
eventual merger. Countdown to the annual Shikshak Samman Awards for outstanding
municipal teachers of Delhi has also begun. TMF Volunteering Programme has set a new
benchmark and we witnessed the culmination of a pilot Sunday IT Classes in partnership
with CSR Pune – a sincere effort at Bridging the Digital Divide.
We now briefly present highlights of the month of August 2011
Beyond these activities a lot more is happening and Team TMF is assiduously engaging
with its partner NGOs, fellow associates and the community at large in its endeavour to
work towards implementing the TMF mandate - bringing about meaningful change in
the lives of the underprivileged.
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YUVA ENGLISH
29th August was a proud day for the Tech Mahindra Foundation (TMF) when Mr. Vinod C
Khanna, (Head - TMF) inaugurated the Yuva Academy at TechM, Sharda Centre, Pune in
the presence of several other leaders, associates and well wishers. Our partners for this
initiative, Dr. John Kurrien and his team from Centre for Learning Resources (CLR), Pune
were also present on the occasion to encourage the 23 students who form the 1stbatch
of the Yuva Academy.
Yuva Academy will enable TMF to reach out and assist underprivileged students acquire
proficiency in English language. The Academy will use Yuva English - a programme
developed by TMF in partnership with CLR.
A number of other activities are simultaneously underway on the Yuva English front.
Some of these that were undertaken in
August 2011 are:
•

•

•

•

Piloting of the Yuva English
programme across Delhi/Noida,
Mumbai, Pune and Bangalore
partners. Conference calls were
moderated by Team TMF with
CLR experts assisting instructors
across these cities as they

deliver the course to learners in their NGOs.
Serious negotiations are underway with NIOS (National Institute of Open
Schooling). NIOS is keen to adopt a customised version of Yuva English for a
programme meant to train lakhs of Postmasters working with Department of
Posts. TMF had initiated this dialogue, is coordinating the entire exercise and
facilitating technical discussions between NIOS English experts and CLR.
TMF has also initiated discussions with national level VT (Vocational Training)
organisations like Don Bosco and American India Foundation (AIF). Both are keen
not only to adopt Yuva English but also in partnering TMF for its VT initiatives.
Smile Foundation is already part of the pilot trialling and has expressed a desire
to adopt this programme across its
centres nationwide.
Technical discussions are underway with
TechM sister concern CanvasM as
mobility partners to Yuva English. Indepth negotiations were held with their
technical team to initiate a test module
with Yuva at one of the partner NGOs in
Noida. CanvasM is keen to partner TMF
for its VT initiative too. This will be carried forward in coming months.
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Yuva BPO has been successfully
trialled at TechM Sharda, Pune. TMF
now awaits a detailed feedback
from our BPO team. We view this as
a promising area, and if successful
can be of much value to the BPO
world where good communicative
English is an important requirement.
• Preliminary branding discussions
were initiated with Hari T & team from MSat in Hyderabad. An initial Concept
Note has been prepared by them and in coming months we shall be interacting
closely to see how Yuva English can be branded as part of its scaling up
dynamics.
•

SHIKSHAK SAMMAN AWARDS (SSA)
The date for the Awards has been decided as 13
October 2011. The Chief Guest would be Mr Vineet
Nayyar, MD, Tech Mahindra and Director, TMF. The
guest of Honour would be Mr K S Mehra,
Commissioner, MCD. A total of 23 MCD teachers would
be awarded on the day. Each recipient gets a Cash
Award of Rs. 15,000/, a kit of Teaching Learning
Material (TLM) worth Rs. 5000/ and a set of books that
the teachers may refer to further enhance their
professional competence. As part of the award each
recipient also gets to participate in a residential workshop/retreat and also to attend 3-4
workshops conducted by eminent academicians.

TMF VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME
The TMF Volunteering Programme initiated in May 2011 has got the associates
constructively engaged with our partner NGOs as well as with other CSR forums. One
such effort – the Sunday IT Classes at TechM Sharda, Pune – stands out in terms of its
outcomes as well as the possibilities of its replication across TechM and MSat regions.
The Class can be useful as a way to BRIDGE
THE DIGITAL DIVIDE.
This class was launched on 12 June 2011 as
part of the CSR initiatives at TechM and
under the aegis of CSR Pune (a CSR platform
that has brought corporates in Pune under
one umbrella). The course saw students
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from various NGOs eagerly come to the class every Sunday and enjoy being taught by
Techmighties.
The class had students who worked with
the visually challenged, hearing impaired,
tribals and other underprivileged. The
teacher trainers were volunteers from
TechM and Infosys, who took time out to
come on Sunday mornings and train the
students in the best possible way.
The credit to the success of the class goes
largely to the teacher trainers - we could have never managed without their passion and
commitment. All who volunteered were awarded the TMF Volunteering Programme
Certificate signed by Mr Vineet Nayyar and Mr Vinod C Khanna.

MERGER DYNAMICS WITH MSF
On 24 Aug 2011 a day long session was held at
MSat Hyderabad to deliberate on
collaborative/joint working POAs between MSF
and TMF executives – across themes and
geographies. This was an interactive healthy
session that culminated in a draft joint action
plan. The same has been submitted to Mr Vinod
C Khanna for further guidance. The valedictory
session was chaired by Mr AS Murthy, CTO, MSat,
who encouraged both entities to initiate small
but meaningful steps on working together. Cross
volunteering was perhaps the easiest and best way to get started, according to ASM.

INTERVENTIONS WITH OUR PARTNER NGO’S
FIELD VISITS
Field visits constitute an integral part of our engagement and partnership with the
community. We strongly believe that success of the
partner is our success and their failure our failure.
Across regions TMF executives carried on their field
visits during August 2011 in a planned manner.
Special focus this year is on conducting a baseline
assessment in NGO schools. Later, a post test would
be conducted around Jan/Feb 2012 to see/assess the
impact of the supported intervention in terms of
improved outcomes. Visits are well planned and each
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executive is mandated to prepare a questionnaire for her/his reference during the visit.
Field visits were made to a number of our partner NGO’s in August 2011. In this report
we feature a few of them as follows --Shikhar, Delhi
Marginalized Muslim minority girls, who have
dropped out of regular schooling for various
socio-economic reasons, are being supported by
the Foundation in partnership with Shikhar, the
organization for Social Development. 350 Girls of
10 neighborhood areas of Jamia Millia Islamia are
being covered under the program. The picture
shows girls from Shikhar School presenting a
cultural program at the Fresher Party organized
at Jamia Auditorium, Delhi.
BCPT, Mumbai
Training for Municipal school teachers on an e-learning module for teaching English was
carried out by BCPT. The DVDs, developed by BCPT (Bombay Community Public Trust)
made Class I English teachers from 65 NMMC (Navi Mumbai Municipal Corporation)
schools feel confident that it will now be easier for them to get the attention of the
students and also help them improve their own verbal English skills. This, we feel should
eventually lead to an improvement in English learning for municipal school children over
a period of time.
Bal Sahyog, Delhi
A new partner that is undertaking Non Formal Education
(NFE) with children of migrant labourers as well as
Vocational Training (Tailoring and Beauty Culture) for
women’s empowerment at Rithala and Naharpur in
Delhi. Over the last 6 months, the NGO has displayed
remarkable progress under very difficult circumstances.
Enable India, Bangalore
E-Vidya is a pioneering software developed by Enable India with TMF support. It consists
of a number of modules that form part of a larger VI employability training programme.
A few of its highlights --The objective of Project e-Vidya is to develop e-learning content for pre- employment,
post employment and Life skills. The training imparted to the candidates are1. Life skills in independent living, overcoming disability and understanding work
environment and protocol.
2. Work Orientation.
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3. Job skills and attitude orientation.
4. English language Training.
5. Technical Training.
The whole training package is being used by many NGOs and individual students. Apart
from that ToT is being done on a regular basis. Depending on the need of each
institution whole/part of e-Vidya modules are used during the trainings.
Some of the companies benefiting include --- IBM, Emphasis, Thomson & Reuters,
Deusche Bank,, TESCO, CISCO, Big Bazaar, CCD and the list goes on to about 200
Companies.
SEWA Delhi Trust, Delhi
A VT partner of TMF, Sewa Delhi Trust - Polytechnic for girls has displayed good market
sense by partnering the Pearl Academy, a well known institute of fashion and design.
The Academy, which imparts quality and innovative education, has designed the
curriculum for this programme. Their Certification has acceptance in the market and
high performing girls can get placements in the range of Rs. 7000/ and above. In the
programme about 70 – 75% girls are from the minority community, with some of them
performing quite well.

CAPACITY BUILDING
A three days Capacity building program for the
community based teachers of Joint Women Program
– JWP, Noida on Early Childhood Care and
Development was undertaken by TMF. The
workshop was facilitated by one of our Shikshak
Samman Awardees, who is an expert on ECCD and
TMF. This is an example of how TMF is
constructively engaging its SSA teachers as resource
persons for training other NGO functionaries

STRATEGY PAPER DEVELOPMENT
TMF strategy/policy papers were deliberated upon and prepared for further
consideration. These include --1. TMF VT Strategy
2. A TMF programme for Scholarships
3. NGO phase out discussions were internally initiated

VISUALLY IMPAIRED EMPOWERMENT CONFERENCE PREPARATION
A 2 Day session is being designed in collaboration with our VI partners – Saksham, Score,
XRCVC, Enable India and Sarthak. Dates for this event have been fixed as 17-18 October,
2011 at New Delhi.
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This is a unique initiative whereby TMF is collaborating with some of its outstanding VI
partners to establish a niche National Level VI Empowerment Programme. The Agenda
for this session as well as Concept Note for the same were prepared by all the partners
together with TMF. The idea being that a niche initiative should be driven through
participative efforts, anchored by TMF but led and taken forward by its partners.
By the end of this session a concrete action plan is likely to emerge and a final proposal
for consideration of the Ops Committee will be prepared by TMF.

STR INITIATIVE
Spark The Rise (STR) initiative driven by Mahindra Brand Council has been provided full
support. All 55 NGO partners are being encouraged to participate by uploading
innovative projects etc. Bal Sahyog has already uploaded while many others are in the
process of participating.

JOBS FOR VI (Visually Impaired) IN TECH MAHINDRA BPO
Our NGO partner Sarthak in Delhi is running an Employability Cell with TMF support.
Over the past few months Sarthak is in constant communication with TechM BPO in
Noida for employment of VI candidates. 9-11 candidates have now been shortlisted and
their final appointment letters are under preparation. Process allocations for the
selected candidates is underway.
TMF has been involved in providing all necessary co-ordination and facilitation between
the NGO and TechM BPO. The month of August 2011 witnessed regular follow ups with
Sarthak as well as TechM BPO team in this regard.
Once this empowerment of the VI gets initiated within TechM, TMF hopes that more
such candidates will find jobs on merit within TechM, in coming months.
Compiled by Team TMF
Dated – 12 September 2011
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